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Are you struggling to look after your elderly cherished one?Facebook. Mama Peaches’ Sizzling
hot Slices of Wisdom is usually component two in the award-winning Mama Peaches and Me
caregiving publication series. If the response to any of those queries was yes, after that what
you’re holding is the right publication at the right time. • Do you often feel depressed, resentful,
exhausted, frustrated, and overwhelmed? Read along as Mama dispenses her classic truths,
giving you a boost in your entire day, a smile on your own encounter, and an uplift to your soul.
Scorching Slices of Wisdom also provides useful caregiving tips, in addition to must-have
resources enabling you to manage your time effectively, reduce stress, and cut
costs.com/groups/MamaPeachesAndMe. These books are designed to help you take proper care
of your loved one, and yourself. For more information about the growing effect of the Mama
Peaches and Me Caregiving Community, at, liking and joining at www. • Do you make sacrifices in
your daily life to become a family members caregiver? Mama Peaches and Me caregiving book
series will there be to rescue your day with just-in-period laughter, inspiration, and the
inspiration to move forwards in your caregiving trip.
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Absolutely Wonderful! What an incredible book! I wish I could possess known Mama Peaches.
Through this book, we learn just what a special woman she was. This book isn't only a testimony
of a precious relationship between a mom and son fighting sickness nonetheless it is a
tremendous reference for caregivers. I laughed so hard and sensed the compassion, like, and
empathy from "Mama Peaches" words of wisdom. Mr. Chaney also provides help spiritually with
the countless prayers included. I pray others enjoy it as i do. This is a publication you will get
back to for encouragement and information again and again.Odessa "Peaches" Chaney because
to have known her was to love her.! It will definitely be a breath of oxygen and direction! We all
need Mama Peaches' Advice I wish I had had this publication and Christopher's first one when
my sister and I were caring for our mom. Mr. I fell in love with the books because I therefore
wish I got known his mother. EASILY need a good laugh, I just read some of his mom's
information. The reserve is insightful, not really intimidating, filled with love and humor, and
something his mother will be proud to know was written by her boy Christopher Chaney. Many
thanks for sharing your experiences. I found the book to be captivating, just reading it brought
back lots of memories for me personally; you see, I had the pleasure to be Mama Peaches
hairstylist for a couple of years and I too was offered a few Warm Slices of Wisdom. Although my
mom deals with a whole lot of physical ailments, she has not reached the point where she takes
a caregiver, but you can bet your last dollar that when that time comes, I'll refer to Christopher's
books on Mama Peaches as helpful information or how exactly to; Many that I live by even today
so for me personally to see some of them in this book is a special treat. What a great way to
learn good tips and a little bit of comedy to a otherwise horrible disease many adults have to
endure with their parents. Once more, I really enjoyed this book and appearance forward to any
thing more that he is willing to talk about about his knowledge with being a caregiver for Ms.
Make sure you talk about one with another person who is a caregiver! There was never a dull
second. Great read! I loved Mama Peaches Hot Slices of Wisdom. What a joy! This book hits
home for me because i have already been a care giver to my mother for quite some time. There
is a lot of truth to them. I laughed a whole lot. You know laughter is good for the soul. I was so
into the crazy story about the Ambulance contact. I've read them over and over.. I also
appreciated the prayers. Chaney's book is usually everything! Many have been written on this
topic but this is actually the best yet.? Does she still have that job? Christopher Chaney captures
your immediate attention with his "Mama Peaches'" tales as I possibly could definitely relate to
having an upbringing engraved with strong females ("mamas") of wisdom. Many thanks for all
the details on Caregiving Resources. I am likely to purchase even more of your books as presents
for people that are dealing with this situation. OH THIS FEELS SO EXCELLENT I could really
related to Hot Slices of Wisdom because like Christopher I grew up by an "Old School Mom". I
will also be purchasing your other book Mama Peaches and me next. Inspiring, Practical
Information to Caregiving Caregiving for someone you care about with Alzheimer's Disease,
because so clearly depicted simply by Christopher Charles Chaney, is definitely fueled simply by
heartwarming intentions that stumble more than reality. Mama Peaches "Popular Slices of
Wisdom" is definitely a practical guide to help those going through this journey. Christopher
writes obviously about current helpful resources, his caregiver tension and, on top of that, the
timeless items of wisdom from Mama Peaches that continue steadily to guide his lifestyle. You
are still left with a chuckle, sigh and poignant smile after reading this inspiring book. Must Have!!
This is a GREAT addition to the Mama Peaches series This is a GREAT addition to the Mama
Peaches series. His tips is excellent and could have helped us through our most difficult time.
That must have been a test of your faith Definitely crazy. This book is this encouragement. This



publication certainly offers you the tangible tools, resources, and spiritual guidance to aid in the
event you turn into a caregiver to someone you care about. I completely recommend this book
and thank Mr.. They are good reminders of many truths and I'll look at .. Many thanks for your
Inspiration. The girl that you named "stoo " she really has issues. I laughed aloud to numerous of
Mama Peaches sayings that remind me of my grandmother. The writer has a way of illustrating
the stories as if you are right there. As someone who dropped a grandparent to Alzheimer's
disease, I can relate to some of his story with his mother. The Prayer Toolbox is definitely
amazing and the prayers supplied can connect with anyone in every different situations in
lifestyle. The Caregiving Resources section is no-question an amazing gift to all caregivers out
there, who could be barely treading water. This is a publication of nostalgia, laughter, and hope
and I am adding to my vacation gift-buying list. Amazing Insight!! As an associate of Era X, I come
across myself looking after my kids while also caring for ailing parents, aunts, and uncles. This
reserve is filled with humor, insight, and wisdom on how best to manage several elements of
that equation. Awesome! What a terrific way to learn good tips and a little bit of .. Chaney for
posting his trip as a caregiver. right before I get in touch with Christopher himself for his
knowledge. A outstanding must read!It really is so refreshing to learn this and not just have the
ability to relate but receive spiritual encouragement thru scripture and prayer, and possess a
good laugh. What ever happened to her. They are great reminders of many truths and I will look
at them often. I cherished mama Peaches previous fashion sayings. I had the satisfaction of
reading this wonderful book. I go through it in one sitting. From the moment I found the cover of
the publication, I was indeed confident that I produced the right purchase. So many of these “hot
slices” of wisdom are both relateable and comical. Ideal for the caregiver who’s still in the
trenches! Proud Mama Christopher has the connection with a caregiver which he shares his
lessons in a unique way. In this book which is sprinkled with his Mama's amazing sayings, similar
to my mother in law's (they must be a Southern thang), he shares the items he learned as he
looked after her in the old age of her life. Christopher gives a new caregiver a good guide for
their journey forward in a way that is practical and very clear with explanations as to the reasons
his suggestions should function. It's bound to obtain me out of any rut There is myself in.
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